Dissociation of affective modulation of recollective and perceptual experience following amygdala damage
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It has been suggested that similar neural mechanisms may underlie the affective modulation of both recollective and perceptual experience. A case is reported of a patient who has bilateral amygdala damage and marked impairment in the perception of emotion, particularly fear. The patient DR and 10 healthy control subjects (matched for school leaving age, intelligence quotient, and non-emotional memory performance) were shown a series of slides accompanied by an emotionally arousing narrative. One week later DR and the controls were given a surprise memory test for this material. In addition, they completed a verbal memory test using emotionally arousing stimuli. Both DR and the healthy control subjects showed a normative pattern of enhanced memory for emotional material. On the basis of these results and the previously demonstrated impairment of perception of emotion in this patient, it is concluded that different neural mechanisms may underlie affective modulation of recollective and perceptual experience.

Anderson and Phelps recently presented evidence suggesting that lesions of the amygdala impair enhanced perception of emotionally salient events. They proposed that “similar neural mechanisms may underlie the affective modulation of both recollective and perceptual experience” (p 305). We report the case of a patient “DR” (not her actual initials) who has bilateral amygdala damage, and who has marked impairment in the perception of emotion, particularly fear. Previous detailed neuropsychological test results on DR found no evidence of impairment of basic visual and auditory functions; however, she suffers from a marked impairment in the perception of emotion, particularly fear. The purpose of this investigation was to test whether she would show similar deficits in memory for emotional material. If similar neural mechanisms underlie the affective modulation of memory and perception, then she should show evidence of a deficit in emotional memory. We used an assessment of emotional memory functioning that is widely used in psychopharmacological investigations of the role of the adrenergic system in human subjects. The method for assessing memory for emotionally arousing material has also been shown to be sensitive to amygdala damage.

METHODS

DR is a 58 year old right handed woman who underwent a series of stereotactic operations targeted at the left and right amygdala in an attempt to control her epilepsy. MRI scanning indicates an extensive lesion to the left medial amygdala affecting the basal nuclei and sparing the lateral nucleus. The damage extends throughout the rostro-caudal limits of the left amygdala, reaching the anterior horn of the left hippocampus. Associated damage extends dorsally beyond the amygdala involving part of the anterior commissure, lateral putamen, and external capsule.

In the right hemisphere, there is a small posteriorly placed lesion in the right anterior amygdaloid area. DR and 10 healthy controls subjects (matched for current and school leaving age and intelligence quotient) were shown a series of slides accompanied by an emotionally arousing narrative. The slide narrative presentation can be divided into the three phases. The first phase contains essentially emotionally neutral information relating to the protagonists, a mother and son leaving home to visit the father. Emotionally arousing information is introduced in phase two, where a car accident occurs and the boy is critically injured. The final phase deals with the aftermath of these events (the alternative arrangements that have to be made by the mother to collect her other child).

One week later DR and the controls, without warning, were given a four alternative forced choice recognition memory test consisting of between five and nine multiple choice questions per slide. In addition, DR and the controls completed a verbal memory test using emotionally arousing stimuli: the affective auditory verbal learning test (AAVLT). Participants are read a series of 15 words five times. Each of these five trials contains the same 15 word list (infections, negative emotions, dangerous weapons, and so on). After each trial, participants are required to repeat back as many of the words as they can remember. Following the fifth trial, participants are read a list of 15 new “distracter” words and are required to recall as many of these as they can remember. The short term recall assessment involves participants attempting to recall as many words from the original five trial lists as possible. This recall test occurs immediately following the recall of the distracter word list. After a period of 20 minutes, participants are again required to recall as many of the original words as possible.

In addition to the test of memory for affective words, all subjects completed the California verbal learning test (CVLT). The design of this test is similar to the AAVLT but it comprises of neutral words only. For the purposes of the current study, DR and the controls’ recall of words over the first five recall trials for the AAVLT and the CVLT were compared.

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the mean recognition memory scores on the emotional slide story memory test for the control participants and DR. The controls had the normative pattern of increased recognition memory performance for the middle, emotive phase of the story. This was confirmed by submitting the controls’ recognition memory scores to a repeated measures analysis of variance investigating the effect of phase of story (F(2,18) = 19.73, p < 0.01). Figure 1 also shows that DR had the same normative pattern of enhanced recognition memory for the second emotional phase of the story presentation. There was no significant difference between her total score and the mean of the controls' scores.

Abbreviations: AAVLT, affective auditory verbal learning test; CVLT, California verbal learning test.
(45) and the total score of the healthy controls (mean (SD), 61.1 (14.1)) on the total percentage correct over the first five recall trials on the neutral word memory task (CVLT modified t test: \( t(9) = 1.09, p > 0.3 \)). Similarly, for the affective auditory verbal learning test, an analysis of total percentage correct over five recall trials revealed no significant difference between the patient’s total score (58), and the performance of the healthy controls (62.9 (13.3)) (\( t(9) = 0.31, p > 0.7 \)).

**DISCUSSION**

Previous research has shown that damage to the human amygdala impairs both declarative memory,\(^{11–14}\) and several functional imaging studies have implicated activation of the amygdala in the enhanced recall of emotional items.\(^{15–19}\) In comparison, the results of the current study demonstrate preservation of long term memory for emotional material in a patient with marked amygdala damage, who has previously been shown to have severe problems with the recognition of emotion, particularly fear.\(^{1} \) To our knowledge, this has not been shown before.

We began by noting that Anderson and Phelps have suggested that a similar neural mechanism underlies affective modulation of both recollective and perceptual experience.\(^{1} \) While we do not have data on DR’s performance on the attentional blink task used by those investigators, previous research has shown that her perception of facial and vocal signals of fear and anger is clearly abnormal. The evidence to date, then, shows a dissociation between higher level perceptual interpretation of emotion (including the ability to recognise facial expressions) and recall of emotional material. This strongly suggests that each is processed by separate neural systems.

One possible argument to the contrary would be to assume that the pattern of performance shown by DR resulted from partial damage to the system underlying both of these functions. In other words, limited damage to a single emotional system resulted in disruption of higher level perceptual interpretation, while residual and perhaps preserved “basic level” functioning was sufficient to allow subsequent memory for emotional material to remain intact. The extent of our patient’s deficit in emotion perception remains to be fully explored. Nevertheless, her impaired recognition of fear is a robust and consistent effect that is evident across two tests of facial expression recognition\(^{1} \) and two tests of vocal expression recognition.\(^{4} \) In contrast, as we have discussed, she shows absolutely no evidence of impaired memory for emotionally arousing material as assessed using both the emotionally arousing slide show and the affective auditory verbal learning test.

DR’s bilateral amygdala damage is incomplete (greater on the left); therefore it is entirely possible that different parts of the amygdala are involved in the mechanisms subserving emotional memory and emotion recognition. Indeed, functional imaging studies that have implicated the amygdala in fearful face perception\(^{20} \) show that coordinates of the maximal voxel in the structure are medial and ventral in facial emotion perception tasks. By contrast, amygdala coordinates associated with emotionally enhanced memory have been found to be more lateral and dorsal.\(^{21} \) These findings, and the results of the current study, are consistent with the view that the amygdala is not a unitary structure\(^{21} \) and that different regions subserve differing cognitive processes.
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